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Description of the module
Overview
In this module, we will present factors that support and encourage cooperation, communication skills, win-win- situations: detecting
them and using these situations. For that purpose we will use links to Case Studies, Summary Report and additional material where
appropriate contents are presented in more detail.
Knowledge
• You will acquire knowledge about stakeholders involved in setting up an operational basis for multifunctional farming for the
sustainability of FEAL
• You will realize the importance of communication
• You will gain insight into the possible fields and forms of collaboration/cooperation for multifunctional farming for the
sustainability of FEAL, which leads to win-win situations
Skills
• You will be able to consider your own position and options for multifunctional farming for the sustainability of FEAL and possible
win-win situations
Attitudes
• Awareness of options for establishing or improving multifunctional farming for the sustainability of FEAL
• Importance of communication skills
• Awareness of the power of collaboration/cooperation
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Contents

•

Stakeholders in setting up operational basis for multifunctional farming for the
sustainability of EAL

•

Communication skills and communication channels

•

Collaboration and cooperation in multifunctional farming for the sustainability of EAL

•

Win-win situations in multifunctional farming for the sustainability of EAL
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STAKEHOLDERS IN SETTING UP OPERATIONAL
BASIS FOR MULTIFUNCTIONAL FARMING FOR THE SUSTAINABILITY OF EAL
ROLE OF FARMERS
• Family farms have always been the cornerstone of agricultural activity in the EU, since they support rural employment and can
make a considerable contribution to territorial development, providing specialized local products as well as supporting social,
cultural and environmental services.

• Almost three quarters of farms in the EU that are very small. In economic terms they are subsistent.
• The diversification of enterprises on farms with a mix of several kinds of non-agricultural and agricultural activities is
assumed to be a solution to compensate for economic losses caused by unfavorable weather and natural conditions, diseases
and pests, or the economic situation of food markets.
• Farmers become less a food producer than a producer of landscapes

• The potential of young farmers to spread multifunctional farming across the EU.

Read more in the FEAL Summary Report p.12-17
pixabay.com
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STAKEHOLDERS IN SETTING UP OPERATIONAL
BASIS FOR MULTIFUNCTIONAL FARMING FOR THE SUSTAINABILITY OF EAL

POLICY SUPPORT ROLE:
• EU common agricultural policy

ec.europa.eu/info/food-farming-fisheries/key-policies/common-agricultural-policy/cap-glance_en

• National RDP
• Legal framework (legal status and forms)
• Taxation policies

www.oecd.org/tad/agricultural-policies/taxationandsocialsecurityinagriculture.htm

pixabay.com

Read more in the FEAL Summary Report p.18-20; 29-32; 49-51
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STAKEHOLDERS IN SETTING UP OPERATIONAL
BASIS FOR MULTIFUNCTIONAL FARMING FOR THE SUSTAINABILITY OF EAL
Support Structures Role
Experiences show that the agricultural sector needs to be supported. Institutional and public support is one of the most important
and crucial things. Very often, institutional and public support is a precondition for other supports: direct support to the farmers;
implementation of quality standards, support to investments, implementation of new concepts of rural development policy and so
on. There are various support structures.

School system
- Adult education system
- Advisory service
- Research organisations
- State institutions
- Non governmental organizations
- Civil society
- EU projects support
- Unformal forms of education and training
Read more in the FEAL Summary Report p.33-37; 21-32;47-51
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IMPORTANCE OF COMMUNICATION SKILLS FOR FARMERS WHO WANT
TO BUILD UP SUCCESSFUL FARMING FOSTERING MAINTENANCE OF EAL

Establishing and keeping alive communication among
farmers and stakeholders (farmer and society; farmer and
other rural entrepreneurs, etc.) is very important. Farmers
communicate and negotiate with:

-

Other family members
Employees
Processors/merchants
Providers of money lenders
Government institutions
pixabay.com
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COMMUNICATION SKILLS AND COMMUNICATION CHANNELS
Effective Communication:
Effective communication involves interpersonal skills, rapport with
others and active listening.
• Interpersonal skills enable us to interact with others.
Effective interpersonal communication involves putting people at
ease, respecting the opinions of other and capabilities and
encouraging the sharing of feelings and perceptions
• Rapport: To develop rapport with others is to develop a connection, a
relationship, or an understanding with them. To do this, you should
signal that you are open to the thoughts and opinions of others.
You should express an interest in what others have to say in a friendly
and open manner
pixabay.com

• Active listening encourages others to continue interacting. As an
active listener, you can demonstrate your interest in what is being
said using both verbal and non-verbal communication techniques.
(©https://ag.purdue.edu/agecon/PIFF/Documents/communication_in_the_family.pdf)
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COMMUNICATION SKILLS AND COMMUNICATION CHANNELS
Communication Skills:
•
•
•

•
•

Listening (Being a good listener is one of the best ways to be a good communicator. No one likes communicating with
someone who only cares about putting in his/her two cents and does not take the time to listen to the other person. If
you're not a good listener, it's going to be hard to understand what you're being asked to do.)
Nonverbal Communication (Your body language, eye contact, hand gestures, and tone of voice all color the message
you are trying to convey. A relaxed, open stance (arms open, legs relaxed), and a friendly tone will make you to appear
approachable and encourage others to speak openly with you.)
Clarity and Concision (Good verbal communication means saying just enough – don’t talk too much or too little. Try to
convey your message in as few words as possible. Say what you want clearly and directly, whether you're speaking to
someone in person, on the phone, or via email.
Friendliness (It's important to be nice and polite in all your workplace
communications. This is important in both face-to-face and written
communication.)
Confidence (It is important to be confident in your interactions with others.
Confidence shows that you believe in what you’re saying and will follow through.)
pixabay.com
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COMMUNICATION SKILLS AND COMMUNICATION CHANNELS
• Empathy (Even when you disagree with someone, it is important for you to
understand and respect their point of view.)
• Open-Mindedness (A good communicator should enter into any conversation
with a flexible, open mind. Be open to listening to and understanding the other
person's point of view, rather than simply getting your message across.)
• Respect (People will be more open to communicating with you if you convey
respect for them and their ideas. Simple actions like using a person's name,
making eye contact, and actively listening when a person speaks will make the
person feel appreciated. On the phone, avoid distractions and stay focused on
the conversation.)
• Feedback (Being able to appropriately give and receive feedback is an
important communication skill. Giving feedback involves giving praise as well
– something as simple as saying "good job" or "thanks for taking care of that“
can greatly increase motivation.)
• Picking the Right Medium (An important communication skill is to simply know
what form of communication to use. People will appreciate your thoughtful
means of communication and be more likely to respond positively to you.)
www.thebalancecareers.com/communication-skills-list-2063779

pixabay.com
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CONFLICT RESOLUTION
Step 1: Identify the source of the conflict (the more information you have about the cause
of the conflict, the more easily you can help to solve it.)

Step 2: Look beyond the incident (Often, it is not the situation but the perspective on the

situation that causes anger to fester and ultimately leads to a shouting match or other visible - and
disruptive - evidence of a conflict.)

pixabay.com

Step 3: Request solutions (After getting each party’s viewpoint on the conflict, the next step is to get everybody to identify how
the situation could be changed. Again, question the parties to solicit their ideas: “How can you make things better?”)

Step 4: Identify solutions both disputants can support (You are listening for the most acceptable course of action. Point
out the merits of various ideas, not only from each other’s perspective, but in terms of the benefits.)

Step 5: Agreement (The mediator needs to get the two parties to shake hands and agree to one of the alternatives identified.)
www.amanet.org/training/articles/the-five-steps-to-conflict-resolution.aspx
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COMMUNICATION CHANNELS
Communication channels are vehicles through which information is transferred or received with relevance, timelessness,
accuracy, cost effectiveness, reliability, usability, exhaustiveness and aggregation level. Modern communication channels include
mass media while traditional channels include interpersonal channels such as farmers’ own experiences, family members, friends
and farmers’ neighbours. Both modern and traditional channels of communication can be relevant means of conveying information.
Modern Channels
Mass media channels are all those means of transmitting
messages that entail media such as radio, television, newspapers,
magazines and internet, which enable one or few individuals to reach a large audience.
(website, blogs, social media, SMS text, e-mail, video conferencing,
live web chat, radio, television, bulletins, leaflets, newsletters….)
Traditional Channels
pixabay.com
Interpersonal Communication Channels involve a face-to-face exchange between two or more individuals. It is the exchange of
ideas and information between sender and receiver. The mode of interaction is usually of a conversational nature and involves the
exchange of either verbal or non-verbal information between two or more people in a face-to-face or voice-to-voice setting. In an
interpersonal communication setting, the process is automatic and participants decide to speak when they choose and to whom
they choose. (discussion/working groups, farm walks, meetings…)
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COLLABORATION AND COOPERATION IN MULTIFUNCTIONAL FARMING FOR THE SUSTAINABILITY OF EAL
Fields of collaboration and cooperation:

• Cooperation amongst farming entrepreneurs offers an opportunity to address
some of the issues the sector faces.
• Processing and direct sale of agricultural products

Check out the FEAL Case Studies of Martin Bagar in Slovakia, Estaban Moya, Ignacio Nestares Rincon,
and Immaculada Jimenez in Spain, Matthias Schneider, Rasmus Berghaus, Tobias Liebert, Thomas
Schumacher and Christian Crone in Germany as well as Srecko Trbizan in Slovenia.

• Product transformation

Check out the FEAL Case Studies of Lucia Vagnerova/ Milan Vagner in Slovakia, Rosa in Spain as well
as Matthias Schneider in Germany.

• Guides, festivals, and tastings

Check out the FEAL Case Studies of Lucia Vagnerova/ Milan Vagner, Pavel Marek/ Zuzana Marekova
in Slovakia, Ignacio Nestares Rincon in Spain as well as Matthias Schneider and Christian Crone in
Germany.

• Farmer's Markets

Check out the FEAL Case Study of Rosa in Spain

• Quality labels

Check out the FEAL Case Studies of David Turcani in Slovakia, Jesus Gualda, Ignacio Nestares Rincon
and Rosa in Spain, Matthias Schneider in Germany, as well as Srecko Trbizan in Slovenia.

• "Pick-your-own”
• Box schemes

Check out the FEAL Case Study of Jesus Villena in Spain.

Read more in the FEAL Summery Report p.21-32
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COLLABORATION AND COOPERATION IN MULTIFUNCTIONAL FARMING FOR THE SUSTAINABILITY OF EAL
Fields of collaboration and cooperation:
•

Purchasing groups

•
•

Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) or solidarity economy
E-Commerce

•

Agritourism

•
•

HoReCa circuit
Farmhouse restaurant

Check out the FEAL Case Study of Josef Lehmenkühler in Germany.

Check out the FEAL Case Studies of Zuzana Homolova in Slovakia as
well as Jesus Villena in Spain.
Check out the FEAL Case Studies of Martin Bagar, Pavel Marek/ Zuzana
Marekova in Slovakia, Ignacio Nestares Rincon in Spain as well as
Polona Karnicar and Andrej Kejzar in Slovenia.
Check out the FEAL Case Studies of Ignacio Nestares Rincon in Spain as
well as Polona Karnicar in Slovenia.

Read more in the FEAL Summery Report p.21-32
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COLLABORATION AND COOPERATION IN MULTIFUNCTIONAL FARMING FOR THE SUSTAINABILITY OF EAL

Fields of collaboration and cooperation:
• Social agriculture

Check out the FEAL Case Study of Martin Bagar in Slovakia

• Rehabilitation and care for persons with disabilities

Check out the FEAL Case Study of Thomas Schumacher in Germany.

• Training and job placement

Check out the FEAL Case Study of Tobias Liebert in Germany.

• Education

Check out the FEAL Case Studies of Zuzana Homolova, David Turcani and
Lucia Vagnerova/ Milan Vagner in Slovakia, Ignacio Nestares Rincon, Rosa
and Immaculada Jimenez in Spain, Tobias Liebert, Thomas Schumacher
and Christian Crone in Germany as well as Polona Karnicar in Slovenia.

• Day-care services for the elderly
• Agri-Kindergartens

Check out the FEAL Case Study of Thomas Schumacher in Germany.

• Ecological functions

Check out the FEAL Case Studies of Josef Lehmenkühler and Christian
Crone in Germany as well as Gregor Gomol in Slovenia.
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COLLABORATION AND COOPERATION IN MULTIFUNCTIONAL FARMING FOR THE SUSTAINABILITY OF EAL

Forms of collaboration and cooperation
• Cooperative

A cooperative is an autonomous association of persons united voluntarily to meet their common economic, social,
cultural needs and aspirations through a jointly-owned and democratically-controlled enterprise

• Farmer Producer Group Producer Groups are set up for

ensuring that production is designed and adjusted to demand,
particularly in terms of quality and quantity, concentration
of supply and the placing on the market of products produced
by its members, optimising production costs and stabilising producer prices.

• Farm Partnerships A partnership refers to a relationship

where two or more persons carry on a business with a view to make a profit.
pixabay.com
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Forms of collaboration and cooperation
• Agrarian communities The history of agrarian communities dates back to the time of the Middle Ages, when farmers agreed to
a joint management of the agricultural and forested land that they cultivated

• Social enterprise A social enterprise is an organization that applies commercial strategies to maximize improvements in
financial, social and environmental well-being – this may include maximizing social impact alongside profits for external
shareholders

• Business company A voluntary association formed and organized to carry on a business. Types of companies include sole
proprietorship, partnership, limited liability, corporation, and public limited company.
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COLLABORATION AND COOPERATION IN MULTIFUNCTIONAL FARMING FOR THE SUSTAINABILITY OF EAL

Forms of collaboration and cooperation:
• Machinery rings A group of farmers and others involved in agriculture

who have come together to pool their resources as a means of controlling
costs and making the best use of specialised equipment and expertise.

• Share Farming Share farming is a system of farming in which farmers
make use of the agricultural assets they do not own in return for some
percentage of the profits.

• Associations (of animal breeders, crop producers, bee
keeping) An organized body of people who have an interest, activity, or
purpose in common.

• Contract Rearing This option may be attractive to farmers who lack the
necessary resources on their own units, such as labor, time or buildings.
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COLLABORATION AND COOPERATION IN MULTIFUNCTIONAL FARMING FOR THE SUSTAINABILITY OF EAL

Forms of collaboration and cooperation:
• Study circles A study circle is a small group of people who meet multiple times to
discuss an issue.

• Irrigating Communities take care of the exploitation and distribution of water at the
project level, aimed at the application of water at the field level, to agricultural crops in dry
areas or in periods of scarce rainfall to assure or improve crop production.

• Informal collaboration and cooperation are traditional forms of cooperation
among farmers such as neighborhood help or crop harvest help.
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WIN-WIN SITUATIONS IN MULTIFUNCTIONAL FARMING FOR THE SUSTAINABILITY OF EAL

multifunctional farming with respect to the heritage of European Agricultural
Landscapes can lead to a win-win situations for:
•

Agriculture production: Food security, Fiber production,Timber production, Industry products, local products and
high-quality products

Check out the FEAL Case Studies of Lucia Vagnerova/ Milan Vagner in Slovakia, Tobias Liebert in Germany, Rosa in Spain as well as
Srecko Trbizan in Slovenia.

•

Landscape: Landscape management, Flood protection, Environmental heritage management, Sense of place

•

Environment: Erosion protection, Habitat management, Water management, Renewable energy, Biodiversity
support

Check out the FEAL Case Studies of Zuzana Homolova in Slovkia, Matthias Schneider in Germany, Immaculada Jimenez in Spain as well
as Polona Karnicar in Slovenia.

Check out the FEAL Case Studies of David Turcani in Slovakia, Josef Lehmenkühler in Germany, Jesus Gualda in Spain as well as Gregor
Gomol in Slovenia.

•

Society: Social inclusion, Economic viability of rural areas, Education for children/adults, Leasure activities,
Nursery schools, job creation, community resilience

Check out the FEAL Case Studies of Martin Bagar in Slovakia, Thomas Schumacher in Germany, Ignacio Nestares Rincon in Spain as
well as Andrej Krejzar in Slovenia.

Read more in the FEAL Summery Report p.21-32
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• The diversification of enterprises on farms with a mix of several kinds of non-agricultural and
agricultural activities is assumed to be a solution to compensate for economic losses caused
by unfavourable weather and natural conditions, diseases and pests, or the economic
situation of food markets.
• Young organic farm households with a young age structure and larger families tend to further
increase diversification activities on the farm, often with trends towards part-time farming
with jobs in other fields of activities outside of the farm itself.
• The conservation of the cultural features of agricultural landscapes can add value to tourism
and provide local and regional food products. Preserved rural landscapes also help maintain
the quality of life for rural residents by providing viable communities and economies and the
positive values associated with such landscapes.
Read more in the FEAL Summary Report p.56-58
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WIN-WIN SITUATIONS IN MULTIFUNCTIONAL FARMING FOR THE SUSTAINABILITY OF EAL

Obstacles creating win-win-situations for farming with EAL:
• Lack of experts in the field

Check out the FEAL Case Study of Pavel Marek/ Zuzana Marekova in Slovakia.
• Lack of knowledge transfer in farmers' educations

Check out the FEAL Case Study of Jesus Villena in Spain.

• Lack of experience transfer in farmers' practice (farmer learning from a farmer)

Check out the FEAL Case Study of Srecko Trbizan in Slovenia.
• Lack of institutional involvement in the topic

Check out the FEAL Case Study of Rosa in Spain.
• Insufficient legislative support

Check out the FEAL Case Study of Zuzana Homolova in Slovakia.
• Insufficient economic success

Check out the FEAL Case Study of Immaculada Jimenez in Spain.

• Insufficient communication among the stakeholders (farmer and society, farmer and other rural
entrepreneurs, etc

Check out the FEAL Case Study of Lucia Vagnerova/ Milan Vagner in Slovakia.
Read more in the FEAL Summery Report p.12-17
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References/Links

Top 10 Communication Skills for Workplace Success
•
•
•
•

www.thebalancecareers.com/communication-skills-list-2063779
www.cofarm-erasmus.eu/summaryreport.html
farmsuccess.tictaclab.es/training.html
www.cofarm-erasmus.eu/assets/summary_report/EN_COFARM_SR.pdf
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We hope that the contents of the module help you to understand
the importance of communication and collaboration/cooperation
in building up multifunctional farming for the sustainability
of agricultural landscapes. That can help you secure your living.
We wish you a lot of success in your work! And remember:
“The single biggest problem in communication is the illusion that it has taken place.”
George Bernard Shaw

“Entrepreneurs have a natural inclination to go it alone. While this do-it-yourself spirit can help you move forward,
adding an element of collaboration into the mix can make you unstoppable.”
Leah Busque
“We abuse land because we regard it as a commodity belonging to us. When we see land as a community to which we
belong, we may begin to use it with love and respect.”
Aldo Leopold
https://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/leah_busque_727238?src=t_collaboration

